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Although the prime purpose of this paper is to
provide the cane farmer with a few practical aids to
ensure the complete preventive maintenance of his
tractors, it is desirable that a few elementary princi
ples regarding lubrication and lubricants be presented
at this stage.

It can be said that lubricants are used to reduce
the friction between rubbing surfaces. This is done
by separating the moving surfaces with a film of the
lubricant, thereby replacing the friction of the metal
to metal surfaces by the internal friction within the
lubricant itself. Lubricants also act as a cooling
agent to carry away heat generated by friction or
conducted to the bearing surfaces by the surrounding
metal, and can act as a sealing agent for maintaining
pressure such as in the cylinders of an engine. If the
heat is not removed it will cause rapid wear from
uneven expansion and may even result in the bearing
seizing or the piston freezing.

The ultimate aim in lubrication is to maintain a
film of a lubricant between the moving parts so as to
save power, reduce the effects of heating of the
bearing metals, minimum repair bills, and to lengthen
the life of the machine.

Various types of operation require different types
of lubricants depending on such factors as bearing
pressure, relative speed between moving parts and
their supports, surrounding temperature, presence of
water, dust, etc. The most important single property
of a lubricating oil, however, is its viscosity, since
this is the property which determines the bearing
friction, heat generation and the rate of flow under
given conditions of load, speed and bearing design.
The oil should be viscous enough to maintain a
fluid film between the bearing surface in spite of the
pressure tending to squeeze it out. Excessive viscosity
means unnecessary friction and heat generation.

The American Society of Automotive Engineers
has replaced the terms 'light', 'medium' and 'heavy'
to express relative weights of oils, by developing a
standard using the viscosity numbers. These are the
S.A.E. viscosity numbers which are, no doubt, known
to all cane farmers. They range from S.A.E. 5W to
S.A.E.50 for crankcase lubricating oils, and S.A.E.80
to S.A.E.250 for transmission and rear-axle lubricants.

Up till the 1939-1945 war, little research had been
done in the compounding of oils and the adding of
various substances to obtain some special quality.
At that stage, oils were known mainly by the S.A.E.
numbers and little was heard of additives, etc. During
the war, however, great advances were made to in
crease the output of diesel engines without increasing
their size proportionately. This resulted in higher
pressures and temperatures which, when combined
with the abundance of oxygen required for fuel com
bustion and the heavy fuel used, resulted in the
deposition of lacquers and carbon on pistons and
rings. This hampered progress while research was

directed towards finding a lubricant which would
combat this problem.

It was found that the severity of the conditions
under which the lubricant operates varies according
to such factors as engine design and load and fuel
quality with particular reference to sulphur content.
Sulphur not only assists in the laying down of deposits
but under cold running conditions, it produces
sulphuric acid.

A successful lubricant would therefore have to
resist the formation of lacquers, hold minute particles
of carbon in suspension so that they could not co
agulate and deposit themselves in piston ring grooves,
and in addition, it should be capable of neutral ising
any acids which form during combustion.

This resulted in new types of oil for diesel tractors,
with specifications which covered three basic con
ditions of service. These are:-

1. MiI-I-2104A (U.S.A.)
D.E.F. 210lB (U.K.)

2. Supplement 1.
3. Series 3.

I. Mil-I-2l04A (U.S.A.); D.E.F. 2102B (U.K.):
These oils satisfy the majority of diesel engines

operating under average conditions,

2. Supplement I:
These oils are tested in engines using fuel with a

high sulphur content. It may be wondered why such
oils are marketed here where the sulphur content of
the available fuels is low. The reason is that Supple
ment I oils cater for the more severe conditions of
operation such as running for long periods at full
load or overload, and moreover, they assist in
counteracting the effect of altitude. A diesel engine
running at an altitude of, say, 4,000 feet above sea
level not only loses power due to a lack of oxygen
for combustion but also tends to lay down more
piston deposits. The use of a Supplement 1 oil
minimises the effect of these deposits.

3. Series 3:
This specification was originally approved for use

in all Caterpillar engines, however, to-day it is being
recommended for use in many other makes of diesel
engines. The test conditions are extremely severe and
the oil is designed to give maximum protection under
severe operating conditions.

Developments also took place in the transmission
and final drive lubricants resulting in the E.P. (Ex
treme Pressure) oils, also designated at Mil-I-2105,
which are mineral oils with certain sulphur and
chlorine additives which gives a greater load carrying
capability thereby preventing the welding of the gears
under extreme loads.
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Advances were also made in the crank-case lubri
cants for petrol and paraffin engines where anti
oxidant and detergent additives were used to improve
the lubricating qualities.

All these developments have resulted in quite a
variety of types of oils, which, when combined with
the trade names of the various oil companies, can
result in confusion on the part of the layman. It has
been suggested at meetings which the Mechanisation
Committee has held with representatives of both the
oil companies and the major tractor distributors
in Natal, that an effort be made to reduce the num
ber of types and grades of oil used in the various
makes of tractors. This would result in the farmer
carrying only two or three types of oil thereby
simplifying his maintenance procedure, and also re
ducing the possibility of the wrong oil being used.
It is encouraging to note that a number of tractor
distributors are now recommending a single type of
oil throughout the various compartments of the
tractor.

An effort was made to tabulate the recommenda
tions for various makes of tractors according to each
particular compartment of the tractor, viz. engine,
gear-box and differential, and final drive. These
recommendations appear in Table I. It might be
found that in some instances all the grades recom
mended for a particular make of tractor are not
necessarily required. A case in point is the Cater
pillar models where a total of seven different oils are
listed. These cover all model.. of Caterpillar tractors.
The latest recommendations, however, for Cater
pillar D2, D4 and D6 tractors is a single oil, S.A.E.30
Series 3, throughout all the abovementioned com
partments which is a great improvement on the earlier
recommendations. (Farmers who are operating their
Caterpillar on the earlier oil recommendations are
advised to consult the tractor dealer before they
decide to switch to the latest recommendations.) It
will be noted that the table includes recommenda
tions for greases as well as oils.

It is felt that a farmer can use this table to deter
mine at a glance what oils and greases are required
for his particular make of tractor. Table I, however,
shows only the S.A.E. number and type of oil and
does not refer to any particular brand of oil.

It was therefore necessary to develop Table 2
which shows the various oil companies' recommend
ations for the various S.A.E. grades and oil types as
shown in the second and third left-hand columns.

These two tables should aid the farmer in deter
mining what lubricants the tractor distributors
recommend for his particular model of tractor,
where they are available, and their trade names.

The first part of this paper has dealt briefly with
recent development of tractor lubricants and their
classification according to use and trade name. The
more important aspect of tractor maintenance, how
ever, is the everyday problem of ensuring that the
correct maintenance operation is carried out properly
and at the right time. There is little doubt in my
mind that the lack of proper tractor maintenance is

costing our Industry thousands of pounds each year,
and I would like to suggest that we all take every
opportunity to promote correct preventive main
tenance. It is an accepted fact, for example, that
many clutch failures on a particular make of tractor
are caused through a single bearing not getting its
regular greasing. To repair each of these clutches
costs at least R 120. This story can be repeated over
and over again with other parts of the tractor, such
as wheel bearings, dirty fuel filters and oil cleaners,
and so on. The fact that South Africa is the world's
greatest consumer of replacement parts per tractor
should stress the seriousness of this problem.

In an attempt to do something about this problem,
the Mechanisation Committee has found that one of
the main causes of incorrect or inadequate tractor
maintenance is the lack of some controlling system
which will ensure that all maintenance operations
are performed at the correct time. Although every
new tractor is supplied with a manual of operating
and maintenance instructions, very few farmers
organise themselves sufficiently to ensure that the
manual is put into practice. Sometimes the manual
itself is at fault, in that it is poorly arranged, re
quiring the farmer to page from one section to another
in order to find all the necessary operations. Thus
the manual becomes dirty and greasy and is eventually
discarded altogether and the maintenance procedure
is left purely to memory.

This is where the real danger lies. No one individual
can remember the entire contents of the maintenance
manual, especially since some operations are per
formed every 100 or 250 hours. It was therefore
decided that a system should be developed which, if
installed, would ensure that the tractor was properly
maintained at all times.

It was essential that such a system should be very
simple to organise and operate. It was desirable that
a minimum of the farmer's time be required and the
system be easily understood by non-European labour,
which in some cases, might be illiterate. It was also
essential that the system be standardised for all makes
and models of tractors, so as to reduce the chance
of confusion in the minds of labour switching from
one make of tractor to another. Fortunately, Mr.
Colin Mattinson, who is a cane farmer in the Em
pangeni area and a member of the Zululand Regional
Field Mechanisation Committee, had already de
veloped his own system, which has been in operation
for a number of years. It might be interesting to note
that since he has introduced his system, Mr. Mattinson
has cut his tractor repair bills by 65 %.

It was decided that if the development of such a
system was to meet with any real success, it would
have the support of all the major tractor distributors.
Representatives from these distributors were invited
to a meeting held on Mr. Mattinson's farm where
they viewed his system in operation and where the
project was discussed in detail. As a result of this
meeting and a number of others held in Durban, a
Standard Maintenance System was eventually de
veloped. This system has been standardised as far
as control, lubrication chart lay-out, and hourly
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CORRESPONDING GRADE TABLE FOR TRACTOR LUBRICANTS
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TrYP:OF S.A.E. DESCRIPTION CASTROL
J U,SE No. OF LUBRICANT SHELL OIL B.P. OIL CALTEX TOTAL VACUUM MOBILOIL MOTOR OIL GULF OIL VALVOLlNE OIL SEMCO LUBRICANTS PENN OILS

I I ----,-,-,--- I,

1?~"tr13 c
zz 10, X-.lOO lOW Energol Motor Oil 10 Protex HD SAE 10 HDO-I0W Mobiloil lOW CastroI ZIO Gulf Lube 10 Valvoline Premium Motor Oil 10 Semcoil .10 Premium William Penn .10<it

20 t Premium X-IOO 20/20W Energol Motor Oil 20 Protex HO SAE 20 HDO-20/W20 Mobiloit Arctic CastroI CR20 Gulf Lube 20 Valvoline Premium Motor Oil 20 Semcoil 20 Premium William Penn 20.J "-
0< 30 Motor Oils X-IOO 30 Energol Motor Oil 30 Protex HD SAE 30 HDO-30 Mobiloil A Castrol XL30 Gulf Lube 30 Valvoline Premium Motor Oil 30 Semcoil 30 Premium William Penn 30
<>: '"f-< 40 X-IOO 40 Energol Motor Oil 40 Protex HD SAE 40 HDO-40 Mobiloil AF Castrol XXL40 Gulf Lube 40 Valvoline Premium Motor Oil 40 Semcoil 40 Premium William Penn 40'" "'Cl-

Z c.., 50) X-IOO 50 Energol Motor Oil 50 Protex HD SAE 50 HDO-50 Mobiloil BB Castrol GP50 Gulf Lube 50 Valvoline Premium Motor Oil 50 Semcoil 50 Premium William Penn 50
(3 ---- ----
Z
I.l.l

201 Rotella 20/20W Energol HD Motor Oil 20 Super RPM Delo Special 20 HDO-20W/20 Delvac Oil 920 Deusol CR20 Britgulf HD 20 Valvoline Super HP020 Semcoil Mil-L-2104A 20 William Penn HD 20
.J 20 Mil-L-2104A Rotella 20 Energol HD Motor Oil 20 Super RPM Delo Special 20 HDO-20W/20 Delvac Oil 920 Deusol CR20 Britgulf HD 20 Valvoline SuperHPO 20 Semcoil Mil-L-2104A 20 William Penn HD 20'"</> 30 r Rotella 30 Energol HD Motor Oil 30 Super RPM Delo Specia 30 HDO-30 Delvac Oil 930 Deusol CR30 Britgulf HD 30 Valvoline Super HPO 30 Semcoil Mil-L-2104A 30 William Penn HD 30'"B 40) Rotella 40 Energol HD Motor Oil 40 Super RPM Delo Special 40 HDO-40 Delvac Oil 940 Deusol CR40 Britgulf HD 40 Valvoline Super HPO 40 ( Semcoil Mil-L-2104 40 William Penn HD 40

30 Supplement 1 Rotella T30 Energol Diesel Sl SAE 30 Super RPM Delo special 30 HDI-30 Delvac Oil S130 Deusol CR30/1 Gulflube XHD Valvoline Super HPO SI Semcoil Supplement 1 William Penn HOX 30
20} Series 3 Rimula 20/20W Energol Diesel S3 SAE 20 Super RPM Delo Specia S/c320 HD3-20W/20 Delvac Oil SUO (IOW/20) Deusol CRD20 Super Duty Series 3 20 Valvoline 1000 :S3 20 Semcoil Series 3 20 William Penn PP Series 3 20
30 Rimula 30 Energol Diesel S3 SAE 30 Super RPM Delo Special S/c3 30 HD3 -30 Delvac Oil S230 Deusol CRD30 Super Duty Series 3 30 Valvoline 1000 S 3 30 \ (' Semcoil Series 3 30 William Penn PP Series 3 30

- -.--_._- , II
" f10 X-IOO lOW Energol Motor Oil SAE 10 Protex HD SAE 10 HDO-I0W Mobiloil lOW Castrol ZIO Gulflube Motor Oil 10 Valvoline Premium MotorOils 1"/ Semcoil 10 Premium William Penn 10

20, Premium X-IOO 20/20W Energol Motor Oil SAE 20 Protex HD SAE 20 HDO-20W/20 Mobiloit Arctic Castrol CR20 Gulflube Motor Oil 20 Valvoline Premium Motor:,10ils 20 Semcoil 20 Premium William Penn 20
30J Motor Oils X-I00 30 Energol Motor Oil SAE 30 Protex ,HD SAE 30 HDO-30 Mobiloit A Castrol XUO Gulflube Motor Oil 30 Valvoline Premium Motor Oils 30 ( Semcoil 30 Premium William Penn 30

Cl .J 50 X-IOO 50 Energol Motor Oil SAE 50 Protex HD SAE 50 HDO-50 Mobiloit BB Castrol GP50 Gulflube Motor Oil 50 Valvoline Premium MotorOils 50 Semcoil 50 Premium William Penn 50
z< 50 Mil-L-2104A Rotella 50 Energol HD Motor Oil SAE 50 Super RPM Delo Speciak 50 HDO-50 Delvac Oil 950 Deusol CR50 BritgulfHD 50 Valvoline Super HPD S I '01/ Semcoil Mil-L-2104 50 William Penn HD 50
;~ 30 Series 3 Rimula 30 Energol Diesel S3 SEA 30 RPM Delo Special SIc 3 AE 30 HD3 -30 Delvac Oil S230 Deusol CRD30 Super Duty Series 3 30 Valvoline 1000 S 3 30 Semcoil Series 3 30 William Penn PP Series 3 300", 80, Spirax 80 EP Energol Transmission EP SAE 80 Universal Thuban 80 E.P.80 Mobilube G x 80 Castrol Hypoy 80 Gulf Multi-purpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18 80 ! Semco X P 80 William Penn AP 801%1<>: Mil-L-2105.'" 90 ~ Spirax 90 EP Energol Transmission EP SAE 90 Universal Thuban 90 E.P.90 Mobilube G x 90 Castrol Hypoy 90 Gulf Multi-purpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18 90 I Semco X P 90 William Penn AP 90<>:"- (E.P. Oils)<::: 140) Spirax 140 EP Energol Transmission EP SAE 140 Universal Thuban 140 E.P.140 Mobilube G x 140 Castrol Hi-press 140 Gulf Multi-purpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18 140 " Semco X P 140 William Penn AP 14000 901 Straight . Dentax 90 Energol Transmission SAE 90 Thuban 90 Straight 90 Mobilube C 90 CastroI ST 90 Multi-purpose Gear Oil 90 Valvoline Straight Mineral Gear Oil 90 Semco S G 90 William Penn GT 90

140,1 Mineral Oils Dentax 140 Energol Transmission SAE 140 Thuban 140 Straight 140 Mobilube C 140 Castrol D 140 GulfGV 2 Valvoline Straight Mineral Gear Oil 140 Semco S G 140 William Penn GT 140
250 Dentax 250 Energol Transmission SAE 250 Thuban 250 Straight 250 Mobilube C 250 Castrol S 250 GulfGV 3 Valvoline Straight Mineral 'Gear Oil 250 Semco S G 250 William Penn GT 250

Transmission Energol A.T. Fluid Type A - Texamatic Fluid Castrol TQ Torque Fluid 'A' Val Troque Type C /", Semco Automatic Trans- William Penn Automatic Transmission
Fluid Donax T6 Suffix 'A' Torque Fluid 100 Mobilfluid 200 Valvo-matic Type A ' " mission Fluid Fluid

'';' ~' o \

20\ Premium X-IOO 20/20W Energol Motor Oil SAE 20 Protex D HAE S20 HDO-20W/20 Mobiloil Arctic Castrol CR 20 Gulflube Motor Oil 20 Valvoline Prerriium MotorlOil 20 SemcoillO Premium William Penn 20
50J Motor Oils X-100 50 Energol Motor Oil SAE 50 Protex HD SAE 50 HOO-50 Mobiloil BB Castro1 GP 50 Gulflube Motor Oil 50 Valvo line Premium Motor Oil 50 Semcoil 50 Premium William Penn 50

'" 50 ;-vIil-L-2104A Rotella 50 Energol HD Motor Oil SAE 50 Super RPM Delo Special SAE 50 HDO-50 Delvac Oil 950 Deuso1 CR 50 BritgulfHD Valvoline Super HPO SI 50 Semcoil Mil-L-2104 A 50 William Penn HD 50>
i>i 80, Spirax 80 EP Energol Transmission Oil SAE 80 Universal Thuban 80 E.P.80 Mobilube G x 80 Castro1 Hypoy 80 Gulf Multipurpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18- 80 " Semco XP 80 William Penn AP 80
0 90,1 (E.P. Oils) Spirax 90 EP Energol Transmission Oil SAE 90 Universal Thuban 90 E.P.90 Mobilube G x 90 Castrol Hypoy 90 Gulf Multipurpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18- 90 Semco XP 90 William Penn AP 90
.J 140 Spirax 140 EP Energol Transmission Oil SAE 140 Universal Thuban 140 E.P.140 Mobilube G x 140 CastroI H-press 140 Gulf Multipurpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18 - 140 Semco XP 140 William Penn AP 140<z

90} Straight Dentax 90 Energol Transmission Oil SAE 90 Thuban 90 Straight 90 Mobilube C 90 Castrol ST 90 Multipurpose Gear Oil 90 Valvoline Straight Mineral Gear Oil 90 Semco SG 90 William Penn GT 90u: 140 Mineral Oils Dentax 140 Energol Transmission Oil SAE 140 Thuban 140 Straight 140 Mobilube C 140 Castrol D 140 GulfGV 2 Valvoline Straight Mineral Gear Oil 140 Semco SG 140 William Penn GT 140
250 Denstax 250 Energol Transmission Oil SAE 250 Thuban 250 Straight 250 Mobilube C 250 Castrol S 250 GulfGV 3 Valvoline Straight Mineral Gear Oil 250 Semco SG 250 William Penn GT 250

80-140 Mil-L-2105B Energol Oil (Hypoid) 80-140 Multigear Lubricant E.P. 80-140 Gulf Multipurpose Gear Oil Valvoline X-18"GL-4 , William Penn AP 80-140,

</> Track Roller Retinax - T Energrease LS 2 Marfak 0 Chassis No.1 Mobilgrease No.2 Castrolease CL or LM Gulf Grease Multipurpose Valvoline Track Roller Grease Semcone 1 B Adhesive Pressure Grease
'" Chassis Retinax - CD or A Energrease Nl Marfak 0 Chassis No. 2 Mobilgrease No.2 or No.2 Castrolease CL Gulf Grease Multipurpose Valvoline GL-i'/and X-5 Semcone 2B Adhesive Pressure Grease</>
<: Bearing Retinax - H or A Energrease LS 2 Marfak HD 2 Multipurpose No.3 Mobilgrease No.5 or MP Castrolease WB Gulf Grease Multi-purpose Valvoline BG-2 Semcone 2 B Universal Fibre & Wheel Bearing Grease'"<>: Multi-purpose Retinax-A Energrease LS 2 Multifak 2 Multipurpose No.3 Mobilgrease M.P. Castrolease LM Gulf Grease Multipurpose Valvoline X-5 Semcone 2 B Wm. Penn Lituium Multipurpose Greaseo Water Pump Retinax - P or A Water-pump Water-pump Multipurpose No.3 Mobligrease M.P. Castrolease WP Water Pump Grease

N.B. THE ABOVE LUBRICANTS COVER THE REQUIREMENTS OF MOST MAKES AND MODELS OF TRACTORS
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intervals between services are concerned. The only
difference in the system for the different makes and
models of tractors are the details on the lubrication
charts.

The first requirement was to establish some control
on the hours of operation of the tractor so that the
machine would always be brought to the service-bay
when a service was due. This is done by having a
peg-board for each tractor. This peg-board is 50
holes wide, representing 50 hours of operation. It
covers a total period of 1,000 hours (i.e. it is 20 holes
deep). All service operations occuring after a set
number of hours of operation are allocated a parti
cular code letter, for example, A represents operation
required every 10 hours, B every 50 hours, C every
100 hours, and so on.

After every 10 hours of operation, a vertical line
on the peg-board marked "A" means that the 10
hourly or "daily" service should be carried out. At
the end of each 50 hourly period, code letters on the
right-hand side of the board indicate what servicings
must be performed. Thus after each day's work, the
operator places a peg in the hole on the board with
the number corresponding with that read off the
tractor hour-meter. When the peg passes the 10
hourly or 50 hourly mark; the operator takes the
tractor to the service bay for servicing. This is a very
simple procedure which can easily be performed by
most tractor operators. The farmer can easily check
on the operator by checking the tractor's hour-meter
reading with the peg-board. Illustration I shows
one of these boards. It is interesting to note that
most of the tractor distributors have standardised
the periods between services to 10 and 50 hours.
This has simplified the lay-out of the peg-board.

The second part of this system is the Lubrication
Chart or Guide, as shown in Illustration 2. These
charts have been developed by the various tractor
distributors in conjunction with the Mechanisation
Committee, and although only a few are at present
available it is hoped that eventually they will be
readily available to cane farmers. This is a single
chart on which is printed illustrations of all the
maintenance operations which will be found in the
tractor maintenance manual. These illustrations have
been set out in horizontal lines with all operations
required after any particular period being placed in
one line, at the left of which is the code letter. That
is, all operations required every 10 hours will be
found illustrated in the line labelled "A". A descrip
tion of each operation is printed beneath its respective
illustration.

Thus an operator whose tractor has just com
pleted 250 hours, for example, will note on his peg
board, that he must perform all services labelled A,
B, C and D on the Lubrication Chart.

It will be noted that on the peg-board these are
listed D, C, B and A. This is because the service
operations should be read off the chart and performed
in that order, since whereas in the line labelled D, an
operation might call for draining the oil and refill, in
the line labelled B it might call for checking the oil
level and 'top-up' if necessary. If the operations were

performed in the order A, B, C, D, an unthinking
operator might check the oil level, top-up as shown
in line B, and then later when carrying out the
operation in line D, drain the oil he has just put into
the engine.

It will also be noted that beneath each illustration,
provision has been made for a colour code. That is,
all oils and greases used will be colour coded and
these colours will be shown beneath each illustration
indicating the type of lubricant to be used.

Likewise, all oil supplies, lubricating equipment
and the application points on the tractor itself,
should be colour coded.

It was originally hoped that the South African
Bureau of Standards would develop a colour code
for all lubricants used in South Africa. They were
unable to do this for various reasons which has
resulted in the Mechanisation Committee developing
its own colour code for the Sugar Industry. This
will soon be made available to the members of the
South African Sugar Association and it is hoped that
they will ask their suppliers to co-operate with them
in introducing this code. Discussions I have had with
various oil companies indicate that this should re
ceive a favourable response.

In conclusion, it should be noted that this Standard
Maintenance System is a development of Mr. Mattin
son's old system which not only has saved him
considerable sums of money, but which is also easily
understood and operated by his non-European em
ployees. This system is now being used as the basis
of a series of 14 Tractor Maintenance Courses for
sugar farmers which the Mechanisation Committee
is at present running throughout the cane belt in
conjunction with the major tractor distributors. The
response from those farmers attending these courses
has so far been very favourable and it is hoped that
eventually most cane farmers will be using this
system. This can only result in lower tractor operating
costs, increased efficiency and more money in the
farmers' pockets.

REFERENCE.
'Ben D. Moses and Kenneth R. Frost: Farm Power. Chap

man & Hall, Ltd., London.

Dr. J. Dick (in the Chair) said that it was well
known that tractors were expensive to buy and
maintain and therefore ideas such as the author's
were extremely welcome.

Mr. G. Nickson said that he had had considerable
experience of colour coding which in nine sugar
factories had helped ensure that the right lubricant
was used in the right place. This was particularly
important as the application of lubricants was in
variably entrusted to Non-European labour. In one
factory colour coding in conjunction with oil rationing
had effected an average saving of over R800 per month.
This success had persuaded him to try colour coding
on field plant covering a large number of tractors and
trucks on three big Estates and this had not been the
success that he had anticipated. Paint proved quite
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useless and the enamelled tags which are affixed by
rivets and used in the factories are not entirely
practicable. Not one of the factories where colour
coding was introduced have discarded it, whereas all
have discontinued with it for their field plant. He
said he felt that the wide range of colours envisaged
by Mr. Bartlett were impracticable and he had kept
to basic colours.

He would like to stress the importance of cleanliness
in the handling of lubricants. A major cause of prem
ature wear in tractor engines is lack of attention to
servicing air filters and to dispensing oil by using dirty
containers and funnels. How often have we seen a drum
of oil, which the manufacturers had taken the greatest
care to ensure was perfectly clean, taken into the
fields? It is here often propped on a log of wood and
its contents dispensed by an African into a filthy jam
tin and then poured through an equally dirty funnel
into an engine which has cost its owner anything up
to Rl,OOO. In over twenty years experience he knew
of only two cases where the wrong lubricant was used
in a tractor. He had had hundreds of samples of oil
from tractors examined and the majority showed
silica to be present. Some of this was due to faulty
air cleaners or servicing of them, but most of it was
undoubtedly due to the use of dirty containers.
Lubricants should at all times be kept in containers
which have suitable screw-on caps to prevent the
ingress of dirt.

Another point he wished to stress was that in
adequate training was given to operators. He was
pleased to note that attention was now being given to
thos most important aspect.

He asked the author to enlarge on his method of
colour coding.

Mr. G. S. Bartlett said that after much discussion
it was decided to proceed with colour-coding as being
most suitable for uneducated labourers. He agreed
that proper training of operators was necessary and
when this was achieved, colour-coding could be dis
carded. In the meantime colour-coding demanded
great attention from the farmer. When paint came off
it must be replaced. Mr. Mattinson worked completely
successfully with this system. The colour charts he
had mentioned were being used in the tractor schools
at present being held. These courses had been well
supported by farmers. As yet they were part of a pilot
scheme to determine what was necessary for. the
Industry.

Mr. J. W. Main asked why it was that the oil
companies did not reduce the number of oils and
greases.

Mr. J. H. Hilliard said that research was now being
carried out in this respect. He also said that the im
portance of cleanliness of fuel as well as that of
lubricants should be more stressed.

Mr. P. Collins also commented on the need for
cleanliness in both fuel and oils and mentioned that
even pebbles had been found in tractor crankcases.
He asked, why not use different types of grease nipples
for each grease?

Mr. G. S. Bartlett thanked Mr. Collins for his
suggestion and stated that the use of different types
of nipples would be kept in mind for future develop
ments of the Standard Maintenance System.

Mr. C. D. Sherrard also said there should be
facilities for the training of tractor operators and
Mr. C. H. O. Pearson supported this.

Mr. K. W. L'Ange gave a description of the system
used by himself.

This system is based on the use of a suitably marked
blackboard. The board is divided into squares.
Taking one line to each maintenance point, the first
column on the left is marked with painted lettering
as follows:

Unit

Daily Total
Hrs./Miles
Chassis Lub.
& Airfilter
Engine Oil
Trans. Oil
Diff. Oil
Oilfilter

Fuelfilters

From left to right, one column is devoted to each
unit, i.e. tractor, truck or power unit used on the farm,
The name or registration number-or other identifi
cation mark-of each is placed at the top of each
column in the line opposite "Unit", every unit having
a column to itself.

The hour meters, tachometers and odometers,
where fitted, are read every day. In cases where these
instruments are omitted, an estimate of the hours
worked daily is taken. These figures are then chalked
up daily in the appropriate columns opposite "Daily
Total Hrs./Miles".

The remainder of the columns is filled in from
information taken from every unit's maintenance
manual. At the bottom of every appropriate square
the recommended service period is painted in, e.g.
120 if the maker's recommended engine oil change
period is 120 hours. As soon as the figure in "Daily
Total Hrs.jMiles" coincides with one of the figures
in the lower sections, that particular maintenance job
is carried out. This having been completed, the new
figure for that particular job is chalked up.

If the board is mounted in the most obvious
position, so that it cannot pass unnoticed at any time,
the advantages of the system are that all necessary
information for all plant and machinery on the farm
is kept together in compact and accessible form. It
can be seen at a glance when maintenance work is
to be done, time spent on the operation of the system
amounts to a matter of minutes every day and non
European drivers and operators can be taught to use
the board.

Mr. G. S. Bartlett said that it was hoped eventually
to run schools for the training of operators and these
people would be taught, among other things; the.
necessity for cleanliness in handling both fuels and
lubricants.
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PRESENT VARIETIES IN PRE-RELEASE TRIALS
By T. B. BRASSEY

Summary
Promising seedlings are now to be tested more

thoroughly than in the past, before a final decision
is taken whether to release them, or discard them
altogether. This is being done by supplying material
for trial to every miller-cum-planter, and a representa
tive from each planters' group.

The varieties at present in such pie-release trials
are Saccharine, Saraband, Sabre and Salute.

Introduction
The South African Sugar Association, with the

approval of the Division of Plant Control and
Quarantine, is adopting a new method for the pre
release testing of new varieties.

Planting material of the most promising seedlings
in variety trials are distributed for trial to represen
ta!ives nominated by each planters' group, and to all
miller-cum-planters.

The miller-cum-planters, who employ their own
agronomists are advised to lay down replicated plot
trials, and the remaining miller-cum-planters and
planters representatives, single observation plots only.

The size and number of pre-release trials is
restricted by the availability of suitable planting
material.

Plots, whether single or replicated, will be weighed
and sucrose tested. The cane from these plots must
be milled, and not planted, to comply with the Govern
ment regulations. These trials will be regularly
inspected for diseases by members of the Experiment
Station staff.

The Regional Representatives of the Experiment
Station will give as much assistance as they can, from
selecting the trial sites, sampling and sucrose testing,
to distributing the varieties which have been released.

When the release of a variety has been approved
by the Government, seed material will be obtained
from the year-old ratoons of the trial plots. Each
planters' group will be supplied with seed cane from
the plots on their representatives farms, in the first
instance. Later it will be possible to purchase seed
cane from the Experiment Station.

The main advantages of the new system are as
follows:

(I) Under t~e old method of testing new varieties,
selected seedlings from the Primary Variety trials
at the Experimental farm at Chaka's Kraal were
planted into four replicated quarantine variety'trials.
O~ the re~ults obtained from these four trials, together
with previous results, and personal observations was
decided the fate of the seedlings concerned. '

As can be appreciated, with trials in a restricted
number of areas, it was impossible to be certain of

the full potentialities of the individual seedlings. A
case in point is N:Co.382, which has been found to
do well on the poorer sands, this fact only being
discovered some time after the distribution of this
variety.

By having pre-release trials situated throughout the
sugar belt, the chance of over-looking a variety
adapted to a particular environment, will be con
siderably lessened.

(2) The planters representatives and the miller
cum-planters will be able to get to know the charac
teristics and behaviour of these new varieties, and
will therefore be in a position to judge for themselves
whether or not these varieties are adapted to their
own particular requirements by the time these varieties
are released. A considerable amount of information
can be gained from observation of the trial plots.
Information regarding such characteristics as ger
mination, rate of growth, habit, disease resistance,
and tendency to flower, etc. All these are ofimportance
in assessing the value to individuals of a certain
variety.

With this new system of pre-release trials, the
planters views will be considered with the crop results
and disease reports, and the final decision as to whe
ther to apply for the release of the variety or not,

. will depend upon all these facts.

(3) The pre-release trials will serve as a source of
seed material when new varieties are distributed.

Present Varieties in Pre-Release Trials
In future, seedlings for pre-release trials will

probably all come from a single series, but the first
varieties to be tried in pre-release trials comprise a
number of seedlings from different series. They are
Saccharine, raised in 1945, Saraband and Sabre, in
1949, and Salute in 1960.

Some morphological characteristics of the varieties
at present in pre-release trials are given in Table I,
and results obtained in replicated plot trials in Table
II.

Saccharine (N.IO)
Derivation

This variety comes from the cross N:Co.31O x
Co.301 and was selected from some of the first seed
lings to be bred under local conditions.

Appearance
Saccharine is an erect, fairly free-trashing cane with

drooping leaves. A few hairs are present on the leaf
sheaths. The internode, which is yellow in colour
with green tinges, is markedly concave directly above
the bud, and the bud itself is large and plump. A
bud furrow is absent.

Agronomic characteristics
The germination is usually satisfactory, and the

variety ratoons well. The canopy is good, and by
closing in quickly it prevents much weed growth.
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TABLE I

SOME DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIETIES IN PRE-RELEASE TRIALS

SACCHARINE SARABAND SABRE SALUTE

Usually has purplish tinge Green on the outside. Green on the outside Green on the outside.
Colour on the base of the outside.

SHEATH
Hairs Scanty. Absent.· Scanty. Fairly profuse.

AURICLE Type Usually indicated on one Broad, present on both Small, present on one side. Usually long dagger-like
side. sides, well developed on on one side indicated on

one. the other side.

COLLAR Type Medium sized, yellowish Narrow, dark green in Medium sized, yellow Narrow, waxy.
green in colour. colour. green to brown green in

colour.

Shape Markedly concave di- Cylindrical. Nearly cylindrical but Barrel shaped.
rectly above bud. widening slightly towards

base.
INTERNODE

Colour Yellow with green tinges. Yellow. Yellow, becoming darker Yellow with green tinges
yellow with green tinges becoming olive green on
on exposure. exposure.

Shape Large, plump and roughly Ovate. Small to medium, roughly Small, roughly circular.
-, circular. circular.
BUD

Furrow Absent. Indicated. Usually absent, some- Absent.
times indicated.

c

Saraband (N.51j168)

I
N.51j168

Co.331
I

I
Co.421

I

P.0.J.2878 Co.285
1__,,---_1

Derivation

This variety is derived as follows:

The rate of growth of different stools, within the
same plot, is sometimes rather variable. Generally
this variety is of quite a good agronomic type.

Saccharine is regarded as being resistant to mosaic
and red-rot, neither of these diseases having been
found in the field. Only two stools of smut, and a
rare stool of chlorotic streak have been found in this
variety. Saccharine is considered to be fairly suscep
tible to gumming disease. It is thought to be rather
free-flowering, being like Co.301 in this respect.

Trial results

Saccharine is a high sucrose variety like N :Co.31O,
and in its first replicated plot trial gave very good
results, outyielding N :Co.31O. However, it has failed
to maintain this vigour in subsequent trials.

The best results have been obtained from trials at
Chaka's Kraal, on soils derived from dwyka conglome
rate. On the very poor coastal sands this variety
came second, outyielding Co,331, but being itself
distinctly outyielded by N :Co.376.

Saccharine has not shown much promise on allu
vium or mist-belt soils.

In the pre-release trials, it would appear that at the
present time Saccharine is one of the best-grown
varieties on the North Coast, and on appearance is
preferable to Salvo. However, on the South Coast the
position is reversed.

Appearance

Saraband is an erect, free-trashing, cane with dark
green leaves. There are usually no hairs on the leaf
sheaths. Broad auricles, present on both sides of
the leaf sheath but particularly well-developed on
one side, provide a useful guide to identification. The
internode is yellow in colour and cylindrical in shape.
The bud is ovate. A bud furrow is indicated, but is
usually not clearly defined.

Agronomic characteristics

Usually germination is satisfactory. It is a charac
teristic of this variety that the early growth is recum
bent.

Limited experience suggests that this variety may
not ratoon well.

Saraband is considered resistant to smut, and
fairly resistant to. mosaic and red rot, few cases of
these two diseases being found. It is fairly susceptible
to gumming disease.
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TABLE 2

A COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED WITH VARIETIES AT PRESENT IN THE PRE-RELEASE TRIALS

I ALLUVIUM COASTAL SANDS MAIN SUGAR BELT MIST BELT SOUTH COAST GRANITES

1 2 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 3 I 4 1 2 1 I 2 I 3I
---- ---- ------------------
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Cl)o"
§~ §~ ~~

c:~ §~ ~~'
Variety and E-<", E-<", E-<", E-<", E-<", E-<", E-<", E-< E-<", E-<", ~o E-<",

Crop «I '" '" '" '" '"
«I' «I «I «I «I «I «I «I «I «I «I «I «I oj

--- --- --- --- ------------ --- ------------------
P 69.4 12.99 88.1 14.56 101.6 14.54 97.4 14.09 86.9 15.77 70.2 11.85 62.9 10.97

CO.331 lR 111.2 15.24 67.7 13.19 116.0 18.00 102.7 13.02 71.3 9.67 78.2 13.58
2R 82.0 13.37 77.9 13.83

--- --- ------------------
P 87.5 11. 76 85.3 16.76 78.2 16.76 55.7 13.76 70.6 13.74

Saccharine IR 73.0 II. 65 102.1 15.64 81.2 14.26 86.5 12.54'
2R 66.6 13.35 53.2 15.31

--- --- ------------------------ ---- ------------------
P 100.0 10.32 67.7 14.82 102.3 16.22 88.8 13.66' 84.6 II. 93

Salvo lR 98.4 7.79 94.1 13.34 99.7 13.19 87.3 11.40
2R 95.2 10.71 97.2 14A8

--- --- ------------ ------------------
P 78.1 14.78 100.5 14.86 103.7 14.74 85. I 15.62 89.7 12.91

Saraband lR 103.5 16.60 69.7 14.70 78.2 16.19 104.8 14.59

2R 80.2 15.19
--- --- ------ ------------ ------------------

P 71.1 12.57 96.2 16.24 123.5 15.78 56.0 15.27 73.4 13.95

Sabre lR 119.0 15.68 87.0 15.72 56.0 16.49 98.3 14.69

2R 94.7 16.08
--- --- ------------------

P 90.7 15.78 81.4 16.26 75.6 14.87 74.4 15.14
Salute lR 94.2 15.87 79.7 15.50

--- --- --- ------------------
N:Co.292 P 78.5 13.56 75.4 14.48

--- --- --- ------------------
P 94.7 14.84 103.7 14.76 104.7 15.03

N:Co.293 lR 61.7 14.96 92.2 14.13 88.8 16.68
--- --------- ------------------

P 101.3 11.72 94.8 14.00 83.5 15.26 95.2 15.97 120.2 17.06 100.0 13.99 100.0 18.25
N:Co.310 lR 101.9 8.07 93.7 16.30 67.4 16.40 77.5 16.05 100.0 17.85 100.0 15.57

2R 78.1 11.70 I 87.7 15.86
--- --------- --- ------------------

P 100.0 9.68 100.0 14.00 100.0 15.36 100.0 15.06 100.0 15.12 100.0 15.31 100.0 14.71 100.0 15.65 100.0 14.87 100.0 14.85 100.0 14.78 100.0 12.96 100.0 12.98

N:Co.376 1R 100.0 10.21 100.0 14.76 100.0 16.25 100.0 16.10 100.0 16.35 100.0 14.19 100.0 16.59 100.0 10.70 100.0 14.02

2R 100.0 12.02 100.0 15.84 I 100.0 14.05

Tons Sucrose Figures are given as a Percentage of N:Co.376 except for Main Sugar Belt Trials 3 and 4 where percentage is that of N:Co.310

I:
I
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Mr. W. J. G. Barnes (in the Chair) paid tribute to
the way the information was given in the paper and
asked for questions and comments.

Mr. C. D. Sherrard asked the author if he had any
more sucrose per cent cane figures for N.IO. The only
other variety which approached N.1O on the Umfolosi
flats was N:Co.31O but the figures given for N.10
were from coastal sands only.
Mr. T. B. Brassey regretted that there were no other
figures available but he could say that N.1O was a
very high sucrose variety, comparable with N :Co.310.

Dr. T. G. Cleasby congratulated Mr. Brassey and
the Exp~ri~ent Station on the new system for testing
out varieties, He commended Mr. Brassey's point
that although no exceptional varieties were mentioned
in the paper, we had varieties which could replace
existing varieties. He mentioned this because N :Co.
376, probably the most popular variety at the moment,
was showing great susceptibility to mosaic at Tongaat.
If mosaic increased in this variety it might have to
be discarded, but we had four different varieties to
take its place.

Appearance
Salute is an erect cane with rather narrow leaves

with a characteristic droop to one side. It is easily
trashed. The hairs on the leaf sheaths are fairly pro
fuse and rather sharp. A long dagger-like auricle is
present on one side of the leaf sheath and a smaller
auricle is indicated on the other. The colour of the
barrel-shaped internode is at first yellow with green
tinges, but deepens to olive-green on exposure.
Agronomic characteristics

Salute usually germinates and ratoons satisfactorily.
The canopy, which tends to droop to one side,is
good.

Salute is considered to be resistant to smut and
fairly resistant to mosaic and red rot, but somewhat
susceptible to gumming disease.

This variety appears prone to flowering.

TrialResults
Salute has a sucrose content comparable with that

of N :Co.376. It has given reasonable, but not
exceptionable yields on the main coastal belt, coastal
sands and alluvium.

In the pre-release trials, the germination has gene
rally been very good except in the mist-belt area.

Conclusions
It will be realised from what has been said above,

that no very marked advances in yield per acre are
likely to be provided by the four varieties described
above. Nevertheless, some may be of value as alter
nati~es to those varieties at present in use, and may
possibly out-yield them under certain specialised
conditions. The present trials should determine this.

It is hoped during the coming season to send out
for trial the variety N.53j216, which has shown some
promise in the mist-belt and alluvium, that is to
say, the regions in which the present varieties, for the
most part, appear to show least promise.
S.A.S.A. Experiment Station,

MOUNT EDGECOMBE.

I
N.M.214

1

M.l68j32 Co.30t
,1-_--,--_1

1

N.52j219

Sabre(N.51j539)

Derivation
This variety is derived as follows:

P.0.J.2878 Uba Marot
I I

Derivation
This variety is from the same cross as Saraband

i.e, CoA21 x Co.331' '
Appearance

An erect fairly free-trashing cane, with rather
narrow leaves. There are usually a few hairs present
on the leaf-sheaths. A small auricle is present on one
side only of the leaf sheath. The internode is at first
yellow in colour, but deepens on exposure to darker
yellow with green tinges. It is nearly cylindrical in
shape, but widens slightly towards the base. The
bud is small to medium in size, and is roughly circular.
A bud furrow is usually absent, but is sometimes
indicated.
Agronomic characteristics

Usually germination and ratooning are satisfactory
in this variety. The growth habit at first is markedly
recumbent, but becomes more erect later.

Sabre is considered to be resistant to mosaic and
red rot, and fairly resistant to smut and gumming
disease.
Trialresults

Sabre has a sucrose content comparable with or
slightly better than that of N :Co.376. '

The best results with this variety were obtained
from a trial at Chaka's Kraal on soil derived from
dwyka conglomerate. Here, this variety outyielded
N:Co.376 in the plant cane crop, dropping somewhat
in the first ratoons, but picking up again in the second
ratoons. Fair yields have also been given on coastal
sands, where it outyielded N :Co.376 in the ratoon
crop. However, it does not appear promising in the
higher altitudes, or on alluvium soils.

In the pre-release trials, it appeared that the germi
nation of Sabre was better than that of Saraband.

Salute (N.52j219)

Trial Results
Saraband has a sucrose content comparable with

that of N :Co.376.
The best results with this variety were obtained on

coastal sands, where it equalled N :Co.376 in yield.
On soils derived from dwyka conglomerate, this
variety surpas~sed N :Co.376 in the plant cane crop,
but fell away III the ratoons, The reverse took place
in a trial on the South Coast granites. Here Saraband
was inferior to N :Co.376 in the plant cane crop,
but surpassed it in the first ratoon crop.

Saraband has not shown much promise on alluvium
or mist-belt soils. .


